
CIA Referrals to FBI of JFK assassination records, 
received 6/18/64 

Described as Vol.II, captioned F.B.I. Reports, Lee 
through #65. Written on are DBB-85126 20 Dec 
CS copy. 

sent by FBI under date of 6/13/84, 

Harvey Oswald Case, Reports #1 
63 and 201-289248. Snped as 

"Index to Reports" says it is the inventory of what was delivered by S.J. Papiah, 
whose office is given as 1730 K St., NW. In fact that are three such indexes, of 
documents numbered through 187. In general, what is listed is letters and similar 
written material and some of LHO'l diary, what was written on Maasdam, etc. 

The copies provided, however, are not the CIA's but are FBI file copies, 
at least in this volume. This eliminate any CIA note ions er related memos. Dom #s, too. 

The inventoried records do not appear to be new. 

This version of Vol II bears not relationship to the inventory. The first 
record in it is from FBIHQ 105-118799 and relates to Manuel Riego Zuniga. this 
is followed by an F:POC Denver Division update, several, then the Dallas 2/28/64 
on Jeanne De hehrenachildt, several reports, detailed and elaborate checking 
that also included eorge. Next Dail an Juan Francisco Quintana Maya, including ad, 
the results of a mail check. 

Nagell, Richard Case next. Appears to be El Aiso's report from FBIHQ files, 
number unckear but possibly 64-48933. (With it as well as the others large numbers of 
pages are indicated as withheld on separate sheets.) 

The rest is even less relevant. It is a miscalleneous and aee5gently unrelated 
series of records none of any substance or pertinence. 

The covering FBI letter does not ask me to pay and there is no suggestion by 
the CIA that I should or must, even though it is refusing to respond to my inquiries 
about the status of its disclosures and my requests on the ground that I allegedly 
owe it money and that its regulations preclude responding under these alleged 
conditions. 

Not large numbers. I misread the inserted sheets. Theii7Wlarge numbers 

\II------  

are reference numbers. 


